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PREMIUM FILMS

THE MOST PAINT-LIKE FINISH ON THE MARKET!
The highest refraction and shine on the market. Thanks to the XPO
air release, no textures show through the finish. With the help of our
new manufacturing microfinished vinyl rollers and laminating processes, we have come up with a finish that limits the orange peel
look and offers GLASS-LIKE mirror finish.
This microfinished feature is not limited to our gloss films!
We have improved the finish of carbon fiber, matte, chrome,
brushed and all other films of CWS Pro-line vinyl films available.
Manufactured by Vvivid Vinyls - a Canadian company.

WE CALL IT INSTALL-WISE, AKA SAVE TIME & MONEY
From 12 hours to less than 6 hours... how? Vvivid has engineered
an adhesive formula that allows for drape-like installations. With
better repositionablity and more tack from pressure, we have measured the installation time of several car wraps at 5 hours compared to 9-12 hours. Any film that reduces your installation time will
also reduce your labour costs, making you more competitive and
growing your profits. On average 75% of a vinyl wrap cost is labour.

The new XPO film offers an easier and more effective way of removing air bubbles from the film.
With our new natural skin like pattern, our gloss finishes will reflect
more than ever.
FILM
ADHESIVE
BEADS
We added small beads on the surface of the adhesive. Their primary function is to limit the surface interaction between the adhesive and the target surface. This innovation allows for enhanced
repositioning, sliding and placement of the film. Once the vinyl is
applied with pressure, the beads break, allowing the adhesive full
contact with the target surface.

LA MI N AT I O N

MATTE, GLOSS, CARBON FIBERS, BRUSHED, LEATHERS

CA ST F I LM CO RE

METALLIC, CHROME, OPAQUE, FLAKED

A D H ESI VE

AIR RELEASE TECHNOLOGY
CENTER POINT TECHNOLOGY
REPOSITIONABLE, SLIDEABLE, REMOVABLE

